The DNA restriction endonuclease of Escherichia coli B. II. Further studies of the structure of DNA intermediates and products.
The DNA intermediates and final products formed by the Type I restriction endonuclease, EcoB, were further characterized. DNA cleaved on only one strand (hemi-restricted DNA) contains gaps of approximately 70-100 nucleotides, while the fully restricted products contain 3'-single-stranded tails averaging approximately 70-100 nucleotides for each strand cleaved. The gaps and tails are formed with the release of an equal number of nucleotides as small oligonucleotides that are soluble in acid. After purification, neither the hemi-restricted nor the fully restricted DNAs are cleaved again by EcoB. There is no apparent specificity for which strand of a duplex is initially cleaved by EcoB, nor is there specificity with respect to the composition of the 3'-terminal nucleotide formed on the DNA or the 3'- or 5'-terminal nucleotides of the acid-soluble oligonucleotides released during DNA cleavage. The structure formed at the 5' terminus of the DNA product which blocks phosphorylation by T4 polynucleotide kinase remains unknown, but its removal with phage lambda exonuclease allows at least some reutilization of recognition sites by EcoB as well as phosphorylation of the newly formed 5' termini. To explain the complex mechanism of this enzyme, it is suggested that the unidentified 5'-tails prevent wasteful rerestriction from occurring, whereas the 3'-single-stranded tails create DNA which, when nonhomologous to chromosomal DNA, cannot be rescued because such tails are not substrate for DNA polymerases. However, when homologous chromosomal DNA exists, the randomly cleaved large fragments with these tails can easily be assimilated by recA-mediated genetic recombination, thus stimulating DNA exchange between related organisms.